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Blu-ray technology (known as BD for short, or Blu-ray Disc) is the next generation optical technology that is in the process of overtaking DVDs. BD has a storage capacity greater than DVDs and is specifically built to store, record, and play high definition (HD) videos. Due to BD technology and greater
storage capacity, it can accommodate not only high definition video, but high definition audio and lossless audio. This capability allows BD to hold a much richer range of special features, especially interactive features and graphics that DVD is unlikely to handle. When BD was developed through the
cooperation of many electronics companies, it gained purchases from many film and television studios. New movies and television series are now being produced on BD, as well as traditional DVDs. Of course, a movie or television show needs to be shot in high definition for a BD version that has added
value. However, BD is still an expensive technology, so BD TV series sets are usually sold at a higher price than dvd versions of the same show. As a result, BD determined that sales of television series were still lagging behind DVD sales. In fact, some studios are still hesitant to publish certain television
series on BD. Studios are selective about which TV series can best take advantage of BD's specific characteristics, and they limit BD production to the series. Some industry experts believe that once the cost of a BD television series set comes within a few dollars of a DVD set, BD sales will start to pick
up. Advertising Another problem holding back BD television is that high definition television, while growing more popular, has still not reached the tipping point of being the dominant television in people's homes. While regular digital television remains the same generally, if not more, than high-definition
televisions, BD values will be limited. However, DVDs may eventually become obsolete once high definition television becomes dominant. Note: This preview is based on early release hardware and early software. It would be too early to draw the final conclusions of the results presented here. Since this
is exciting hardware and potentially seminal in the battle of high definition disk formats, we put it through basically the same process we did to review the hardware. Recently, LG Electronics began delivering Super Blu Player, a consumer Blu-ray player that can also play back HD-DVD movies, although
some advanced HD-DVD interactive features are missing. Now the company is setting up a PC drive that can burn Blu-ray discs, DVDs, and CDs. It also serves as an HD-DVD ROM drive and, with the right software, can play back HD-DVD movies. The movement towards sending combo drives has
become a process slow, although keep in mind that it was several years before the drive drive burning drives DVD-R and DVD +R hit the market. The stakes are much higher in the battle of Blu-ray versus HD-DVD, so there is a keen interest among consumers in seeing a successful combo drive. On the
other hand, key stakeholders in format warfare—Toshiba on the HD-DVD side and Sony on the Blu-ray side—may be less than happy with the idea. Hewlett-Packard plans to become the first company to send a system using LG combo drives. HP lent us a prototype PC with an early LG drive installed for

our test. What we found was a drive that was quite polished as a playback device, but still an ongoing work on the incendiary side. Let's take a closer look. Keep... By ExtremeTech Staff on March 15, 2006 at 10:07 am This site may earn affiliate commissions from the links on this page. Terms of use.
LOS ANGELES, March 14 (Reuters) - LG Electronics Inc. Korea said on Tuesday it planned to launch a next-generation DVD player that would bridge the yawning gap between the two formats competing by playing HD DVDs and Blu-ray. LG is a Blu-ray supporter and is now considering a dual format
player for later this year, said John Taylor, u.S. spokesman for the Korean company. Good Blu-ray, developed by Sony Corp (6758.T: Quote, Profile, Research-led consortiums, and HD DVDs, championed by Toshiba Corp., offer more capacity than current DVDs, but the group's failure to reach a unified
front has paved the way for costly battles in the $24 billion home video market, such as the VHS/Betamax war 25 years ago that led LG Electronics Korea last week to become the second high-profile Blu-ray backer after Hewlett-Packard to announce it would also support HD DVDs. In addition to throwing
its support behind HD DVDs, the Korea-based electronics maker also told dealers in a memo that it was developing a dual-format DVD/Blu-ray Disc HD player, Taylor said. Richard Doherty, an envisioneering analyst, said LG planned the launch for the fall. A double player would be a victory for retailers
and consumers who are likely to face months or years of frustration and confusion in the standard war, he added. Although LG was the first to announce a dual player, we're sure it won't be the last system that gives consumers what they expect - a high-definition disk that plays without question, he said.
The HD DVD player is expected to come out of the gate first, hitting stores later this month, while Blu-ray has said it expects the player and its first title to hit the market in May.Both sides are the subject of a rumoured delay on the day Business Nihon Keizai said on Tuesday that Sony will push back the
release of its highly anticipated PlayStation 3 video game console, which will include Blu-ray drives, through November, although a Sony US spokesman said it plans to launch the PS3 in the spring Track. A Blu-ray spokesman also said the spring launch of the format and players remained on track. The
Hollywood Reporter also on Tuesday said the DVD HD movie from Time Warner Inc's Warner Bros. may not be ready in time for the launch of toshiba players on March 28, contrary to expectations. Retailers are already frustrated with the battle format. Many people ask if this betamax is revised. I think it's
frustrating for a lot of people in the market, said Tom Drake, president and chief executive officer of the North American Retail Dealers Association. Copyright Reuters 2007. All rights reserved. Users may download and print extracts of content from this website for their own personal and non-commercial
use only. The republication or redistribution of Reuters content, including by framing or similar means, is expressly prohibited without prior written consent from Reuters. Reuters and the Reuters ball logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of Reuters group of companies around the world. BD590, a
Network Blu-ray player that combines high-definition 1080p playback for standard DVDs and Blu-ray discs, comes with a 250GB hard drive, including online content options from NetCast™ Entertainment Access and Wi-Fi enabled. With its 250GB hard drive, consumers can create a Media Library that
includes a library of imported music, photos, videos, and movies purchased from VUDU. For access to additional personal content such as movies and home photos, BD590 is also DLNA certified. Now, content on other certified devices, such as computers, can be easily transmitted through the player to
the big screen. With NetCast Entertainment Access, you can access content from MLB. TV, Netflix™, VUDU™, CinemaNow, YouTube™, Picasa, AccuWeather.com and Pandora®. BD590 is easily connected to the Internet because Wi-Fi is enabled to access the home network and includes an Ethernet
port for direct connection rewards priced at $400. This content is created and managed by third parties, and is imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on lg Electronics' piano.io on Tuesday announcing that
it is bringing video-on-demand to Blu-ray Disc players through streaming video offerings that it has intined with major Web sites. The company announced a deal with CinemaNow and YouTube to stream live video to blu-ray Disc players connected to the network. Alliances should make it easier to stir up
growing consumer appetite for online content, LG says. The announcement comes ahead of the International Consumer Electronics Show (CES) where LG will feature its new Internet-connected Blu-ray player with streaming content. Ces held in Las Vegas between January 8 and 11.Users will be able to
take videos from YouTube via including home and instructional content. From CinemaNow, users will be able to directly rent movies from a library of 14,000 movies. The feature will be available in the first half of 2009, LG said.Netflix already offers access to streaming movies from its library to owners of
Blu-ray Disc players connected to LG's existing network, BD300, under a deal signed with LG in 2008.The feature adds flexibility to blu-ray Disc players, which beat HD DVDs in media format battles but saw slow growth. Blu-ray is now seeing threats from streaming media as the Internet shapes the way
multimedia is delivered to home entertainment devices. Note: When you buy something after clicking a link in our article, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. (Pocket-lint) - Samsung has said that it sees the Blu-ray format only lasting a further 5 years before
being replaced by another format or technology. I think it [Blu-ray] has 5 years left, I certainly wouldn't give it 10, Andy Griffiths, director of consumer electronics at Samsung UK told Pocket-lint in an interview. Hoping to capitalise before it's too late, Griffiths believes that 2008 was the year of the format. It's
going to be great, he told Pocket-lint. We are very re-booked at this time. Citing online rental sites such as the adoption of loveFilm's Blu-ray title, a move to offer cheaper players and adoption pathways that are now clear after blu-ray HD DVD battles, Griffith said the format will be a winner, though not for
long. Instead Samsung put its trust in its OLED technology. The new technology, which is ready to rock, is on hold at the moment due to high manufacturing costs. We will launch OLED technology when that price will appeal to consumers, unfortunately it hasn't. Griffiths, citing 2010 as a possible date for
your calendar, tells us that when technology becomes mainstream it will replace the LCD. It's going to be great, but right now it's a great story, not a commercial, product. Samsung previewed two OLED display televisions at the IFA in Berlin earlier in the month, which Sony is maneuvering to be the largest
model shown at the event. It comes in 14 and 31-inch models, a very thin screen, producing clear contrast and color. Sony settled for second place with the 9 and 27-inch models, but it's not the only area that Samsung claims the world's first over their Far East rivals. The company recently announced it is
partnering with Yahoo to offer widgets on internet-connected televisions as it tries to turn televisions into home information centers rather than PCs. The content must be relevant, but it will make more TV than TV, says Griffiths. So where next? Griffiths is clearly thinking about the future citing more focus
on launching backlight in the range as well as improving the quality of the offering. But it seems the Olympics are on the minds of men and corporations. In 2012 we will be in a true HD world. Everything from televisions to your camcorder will offer images in high definition, and we plan to offer you that HD
world from all angles. With 4 years to go, the prospect sounds exciting, but by then Blu-ray will be, if Samsung is to be believed, on its last legs. Written by Stuart Miles. Km.
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